TRANSFORMATIONAL COACHING
TRAINING
WITH DR. BEN KOH, MCC
MARCH 28-30, 2019

Serving You in 5 Continents - 26 Countries - 35 Cities
Singapore | Kuala Lumpur | Bangkok | Ho Chi Minh | Hannoi | Jakarta | Manila | Hong Kong |
Seoul | Shanghai | Beijing | Brisbane | Auckland | Tauranga | Wellington | Christchurch |
Mumbai | Delhi | Bangalore | Colombo | Dubai | Riyadh | Jeddah | Kuwait City | Cairo | Beirut |
Bucharest | Belgrade | Amsterdam | Geneva | Nairobi | Kampala | Logas

While traditionally, conventional coaching has been useful for
trouble-shooting, problem solving and optioning, transformative
coaching focuses on deepened learning that results in gaining
fresh perspectives.
It is a manner of coaching using an inside-out evocative
approach to heighten the awareness, helping people to gain
clarity on what is motivating them to engage or what is holding
them back from acting boldly with intention.
It offers a powerfully holistic and yet organic approach to
deepen the learning through the science of perspective
transformation.

We offer our students a comprehensive instructional program that focuses on gaining a clear
understanding of the concept and applying this learning practically. The 75 hours of coach training will
comprise of 2 components:
• 3 Days Core Training where you acquire the theoretical framework
• 35 Hours Supervised Practical Coaching where you integrate your learning to real skills
application.
We believe the formative process takes time. Altogether, our students go through a 75 hour coach
training with almost 50% of the time allocated to practical sessions

With nearly 20 years of experience as a Leadership Effectiveness and
Transition Coach, Ben has brought the benefits of coaching to
organizations helping leaders raise the bar on their performance and
managing their success. He has been delivering C-Suite coaching services
globally, for executives in leading corporations. His understanding on the
dynamic relationship between the needs of individual contributors and the
objectives of organization allows him to deliver high-stakes coaching
delivering behaviour change that has direct impact on business
performance.
Using his deep and evocative style of coaching, he enables leaders to
experience powerful shift in their thinking and empowers them to lead from
an inside-out approach. He partners with his clients and inspire them
deeply to use their innate capacity to excel in what matters most to them
and enabling to flourish in their full leadership capacity. He engages them
in deep and focus learning conversation that stimulate them to reflect
critically, align their personal and work values and hold themselves
accountable to their decision.

Program Venue
MARCH 28, 29, 30 | GRAND HOTEL ITALIA
CLUJ-NAPOCA

Program Fees
FULL CERTIFICATION ---- USD 2800
3 days Core Training + 35 hours supervised practice, required
for the ICF Credential path.
Early Bird price, available until Feb. 27. Full price: USD 3000
BRIDGE ---- EUR 800
Only the 3 days Core Training.
REFRESH ---- EUR 500
Only the 3 days Core Training, for past participants who want a
refresh.

